Running events big or small is a breeze with
the market leader in online booking

About Appointedd
Appointedd is the complete online booking and diary
management system that makes it easy to run events
for up to 500 participants. With Appointedd there’s
no complicated organization or attendance mix-ups
- simply pick your date and time and let the guest list
look after itself. Get ready for seamless, hassle-free
events.

What can Appointedd do for you?
• Automate the process of compiling a guest list by letting
attendees enter their own details when they book
• Fix the maximum number of places for an event to remove
the risk of over subscribing
• Group message event participants directly from your
Appointedd calendar, and automatically send notifications
of rescheduling or cancellation
• Take payment or deposit at the time of booking to reduce
admin at the event and maintain a steady stream of
revenue
• Allow attendees to book single or multiple spaces, making
it easy to run family or team events while still keeping
track of exact numbers
• Provide a user-friendly booking tool with no booking fees

Features to superpower your business
Real Time Booking
With Appointedd, guests can book themselves into an
event and it will update instantly in your Appointedd
calendar. You always have an accurate attendee count and
the guest list looks after itself.
Occupancy Settings
When you create your event with Appointedd you can
fix the maximum number of participants and the system
will allow only that number of places to be booked. Never
worry about being over booked again!
Take Bookings From Facebook
It’s incredibly quick and easy to include an
Appointedd booking app on your Facebook page or
channel bookings from an event page. You can also
take bookings from your website or on your free
Appointedd microsite!

Appointedd’s text message
reminders reduce no-shows by
up to 67%

Simple Online Payments
You can accept payments or deposits
along with reservations, with just a
tiny percentage transaction fee and no
commission or booking fee, making the
whole process effortless and good value
from beginning to end.
Automatic Reminders
With Appointedd’s automatic email and
SMS confirmations and reminders, you
can keep in touch with your attendees
and make sure they don’t forget the big
day without lifting a finger. Appointedd’s
notifications are also customizable, so
you can say exactly what you need to.
Group Messaging
Appointedd’s system lets you message
individual or multiple attendees booked
in to an event directly from your diary in
just a few clicks. No hunting for contact
details in your database, just streamlined
communication.

Did you know?
Our customers at Escape Spa in Edinburgh
reported a revenue increase of £300
in the first month of using Appointedd,
just from filling appointments at the last
minute using our CRM tools!

Flexible, Accommodating System
The Appointedd system is so flexible that you can use it to run all kinds of events,
across multiple venues, even across a number of different timezones! Everything
can be controlled from a single account.
Competitive Pricing
Appointedd’s subscription costs start from as low as £10 a month, with no
commission taken on bookings, so you can offer your customers the best value
possible.

Markus Brinsa

“I can honestly say that using Appointedd
has transformed the way the entire
SEIKOURI team as well as our partners
around the globe run their calendars.”

SEIKOURI, inc

Dr Caroline Whymark

“I am delighted that Appointedd delivers every
promise it makes in the promotional materials, in
particular providing timely help with the initial setup
and ongoing support thereafter.”

Lose the Tattoo

Craig McKie
CNJ Accounting

“Appointedd has made a big difference to how I
organize my time. I love the sync with Google calendar,
means that everything is in one place, clients love
being able to choose a time that suits them and I can
control my diary really easily.”

I NTEGRATIONS

Get in touch and the team will create the
perfect software package for your business

